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The spirit of laws thrives at the ENM

The Judiciary
through the Centuries
> Circa 1235 / King Louis IX (Saint Louis)
Invested with powers from God, the King broke with feudal tradition
by starting to appoint his own representatives in the Curia Regis,
the magistri tenentes parlamentum (judges and prosecutors holding
parliament). These judicial officers wore the attributes of royal
authority: crimson robes and round velvet hats symbolising the
monarch’s crown.
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> 1604 / King Henri IV

08 recruiting future judges
and prosecutors

Judges at the time would buy their office, and were given the
possibility of passing it on to their heirs in return for payment of a tax
to the State. As the State paid judicial officers very little, proceedings
were conducted at the expense of the litigants, thereby limiting access
to justice to the well off.

> 1789 / French Revolution
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The administrative and judicial court systems were separated. Torture
was abolished and the new authorities established the right of appeal,
equal rights in judicial matters and free justice. Judges were elected
by the citizens and henceforth paid only by the State.

12 A renowned teaching model
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> From 1799 / Napoleon Bonaparte

16 Mastering national and international issues
17 Specialising in local issues

Initially as First Consul and then as Emperor, he reformed the way
judges were chosen, having them elected rather than appointed.
Law Schools (future Faculties) were created in 1804 and given the
task of providing legal training for judges and lawyers. Under the Law
of 20 April 1810, applicants for the judiciary were required to have a
degree in law and to complete two years of practical training at the
Bar. The black robes abolished by the Revolution made a comeback
for judges and prosecutors.
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> 1958 / Charles de Gaulle

22 Training foreign judges and prosecutors
23 Promoting the concept of judicial training schools

The Order of 22 December 1958 created a training school for future
judges and prosecutors, recruited democratically by means of
an entrance examination.

24 research and documentation
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25 Providing judges and prosecutors with effective support

the national school for the judiciary

Finding your way
around the French judicial system
The justice system has a fundamental mission: that of ensuring compliance with the
law and guaranteeing our respective rights. In France, it comprises two quite distinct
branches: the judicial branch and the administrative branch.
The judicial courts settle disputes between private
individuals and punish those responsible for criminal
offences.

The judicial courts
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The National School
for the Judiciary
The national school for the judiciary (enm) is the only school in france
for judges and prosecutors in the judicial system, and was founded in 1958
under the name of the national centre for judicial studies.
The school was given its current name in 1970.

The administrative
courts
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administrative courts judge disputes between
individuals and the State, local authorities,
institutions or private organisations running
services.
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?

Its role is to settle the
disputes referred to it.
There are several categories of courts, divided
between the judicial and
administrative systems.

Professional judiciary
the french judiciary encompasses two different
categories of professionals: judges and
public prosecutors.

They all work under the management and supervision of
their superiors in the hierarchy and under the authority
of the Minister for Justice.

the judges render decisions in accordance with the
law. They are independent, cannot be removed from
office, ensure that trials are conducted properly, judge
civil disputes, punish those responsible for criminal
offences and watch over the interests of victims and
society.

Judges and public prosecutors have all passed the
same admission examination or have applied through
the same recruitment procedures. They have followed
identical training at the ENM. They may be called upon
to change jobs several times in their career, from judge
to prosecutor or vice-versa.

the representatives of the public prosecutor’s office
do not settle disputes. They receive complaints and
reports, decide what action should be taken when an
offence is committed, direct the work of the judicial
police and supervise the enforcement of sentences.
They also ensure that the rights of the weak or vulnerable
are protected and watch over the interests of society.

Non-Professional Judges
In certain courts in the judicial system, such as the
Commercial Courts, the judges do not belong to the
professional judiciary. They are also trained by the ENM.
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the national school for the judiciary

Learning to be a judge or prosecutor
the school’s pedagogical activity in initial and in-service training is structured around
a number of training departments. this facilitates the acquisition and consolidation
of fundamental skills.

the fundamental skills
The function of judge or prosecutor is one of decision
making that requires not only mastery of legal techniques,
but also the essential ability to understand human issues.
It is a balance between the following skills:
Identifying, grasping and applying ethical rules
Analysing and summarising a situation or case
Identifying, respecting and enforcing a procedural framework
Adapting
Olivier LEURENT,
director ot the l’ENM

Understanding
the organisation of the ENM

Adopting a position of authority or humility to fit the
circumstances
Knowing how to manage relations, listening and debating

Innovative course design

Preparing and conducting hearings or questioning in
accordance with adversarial procedures
Eliciting agreement and conciliating
Making a sensible, enforceable decision that is adapted
to its context, based on the law and the facts
Justifying, formalising and explaining a decision

the national school for the judiciary is a national
public administrative body under the supervision
of the ministry for justice. thanks to its status,
the school is autonomous in the management of its
administrative and financial resources.
the enm has a budget of around € 34 million.

Taking account of the national and international
institutional environment
Working in a team
Organising, managing and innovating

Since 2009, initial and in-service training have been
organised on a cross-disciplinary basis. Their aim is to
develop and enhance the skills of the judiciary, whatever
the particular function of the judge or prosecutor.
Teaching places emphasis primarily on the knowledge
that is common to all the different functions. Thanks
to this approach, students learn the core skills of the
judiciary before they become a juvenile court judge or
an assistant prosecutor.

Teaching organised around 8 training departments
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The Board
The President and Vice-President of the Board are the
Chief Justice and Chief Prosecutor of the Court of
Cassation respectively.
The School Board includes representatives of the Ministry
for Justice, the courts, and also the legal and judicial
worlds. It decides on the teaching curriculum of the
School, votes its budget and approves the administrative
and financial report each year.

School management
The ENM is headed by a Director appointed by a ruling
issued further to a report from the Minister for Justice.
The Director implements the School’s pedagogical
mission and takes all necessary measures to apply the
decisions of the Board. The Director is responsible for
discipline, practical organisation and the smooth running
of the School, notably by defining the scope of the
responsibilities of the different Departments and SubDepartments, and represents the institution in legal
matters and in all civil formalities. It is also the Director
who issues instructions on income and expenditure.

The School’s missions
organising competitive examinations for admission to
the judiciary,
providing professional training for future French judges
and prosecutors,
in-service training for serving judges and prosecutors
in France,
training judges and prosecutors from foreign States
which have cooperation agreements with France,
training for non-professional judges and those who
contribute to the justice system.

These missions are divided up between two main
departments:
the Recruitment, Initial Training
Department based in Bordeaux,

and

The broad guidelines and educational objectives of each
of the eight training departments are defined by the
Board of Directors of the ENM and implemented by the
Deans and the teaching staff.

the

8 training departments and their deans

Humanities for the judiciary

Administration of the justice system

Nicole MAESTRACCI, Judge, Member of the Constitutional Council

Judicial communication

The civil justice decision-making and
formalisation process

François MOLINS, Public Prosecutor of Paris Regional
Court

Alain LACABARATS, Chamber President at the Court
of Cassation and Member of the High Council for the
Judiciary

The international dimension

The criminal justice decision-making and
formalisation process

Corporate life

Laurent LE MESLE, Advocate General to the Court
of Cassation

The judicial environment

Research

the In-Service Training, International Relations and
Professional Training Department, based in Paris.

Two permanent supervisors, one for initial training and
one for in-service training, organise the activity of the
department and ensure that it remains consistent.
They are supported by training coordinators working on
different themes or functions to prepare the courses.

A School open to the world
The current context is marked by the Europeanisation of
law, case law sources and available legal documentation,
and by the need to improve awareness among French

Didier MARSHALL, Honorary Chief Justice

Serge BRAMMERTZ, Prosecutor at the International
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
Dominique de LA GARANDERIE, lawyer at the Paris Bar
Benoît BASTARD, Sociologist, Emeritus Research
Director at the CNRS

judges and prosecutors regarding international issues
linked to professional practice and potential career
opportunities. The ENM has therefore created a
Department for the International Dimension of Justice.
This is particularly active in initial and in-service training
to provide enhanced foreign language learning.
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recruiting future judges and prosecutors

Preparing the examination
Preparatory classes for the 1st entrance
examination
The ENM has set up "equal opportunities" preparatory
classes to foster recruitment diversity within the judiciary and
to help deserving, motivated candidates from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
Each year, three classes prepare students for the ENM's
first competitive entrance exam: based in Paris, Douai or
Bordeaux, the students benefit from several months of
preparation before sitting the admission examination.
Admission conditions:
The application file can be downloaded from enm.justice.fr

Preparing an examination
the number of places on offer in the examination is set each year by the ministry
for justice in line with its needs forecasts and budget obligations.
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Recruiting future
judges and prosecutors
Admission to the judicial profession is by competitive examination or by selection based
on an application file.
The different admission routes to the ENM (french national school for the judiciary)
mean that applicants are recruited from different educational and professional backgrounds. These varied profiles are the guarantee of fairer representation of French
society as a whole.

The Sub-Department for Recruitment and Skills Validation
organises three entrance examinations each year. There
is an external examination for university students,
an internal examination for civil servants and a third
examination open to persons with several years of
professional experience in the private sector or elected
office.
Candidates may take each of the three entrance
examinations three times.
The successful candidates have the status of judicial
trainees and follow 31 months of initial training.

First admission examination
This has the greatest number of candidates. It is open
to students with a Masters Degree or equivalent diploma,
who are no more than 31 years of age.
The examinations programme:
On enm.justice.fr - "enter the judiciary"

Second admission examination
Open to civil servants with four years of seniority, aged
no more than 48 years and 5 months on January 1st of
the year of the examination. It has the same programme
and papers as the external examination.

The third examination
Created by the Law of 1992, it is open to people with
eight years of professional experience in the private sector,
local elected office or service as a non-professional judge,
and aged no more than 40.
It was created to attract a more diverse range of abilities
into the judiciary without giving up on the principle of
egalitarian recruitment via an examination.

Complementary examination
The Law of 25 June 2001 opened up the possibility of
organising a complementary examination, if necessary, to
recruit judges or prosecutors of the second or first grade
of the judiciary.
They are open to professionals aged 35 or over providing
evidence of 7 years of professional experience making
them particularly qualified.
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recruiting future judges and prosecutors

Recruiting on qualifications
Direct recruitment
Recruiting trainees on their qualifications
This is reserved for people between 31 and 40 years
of age with a Masters Degree in Law and four years
experience in the legal, economic or social sciences
fields, or a Doctor of Laws with another higher education diploma, or holders of a higher education diploma
in a legal discipline who have served in a public higher
education or research institution in law for three years
after passing a Masters Degree in Law.
Admission conditions:
The choice is made by an Admissions Commission on
the basis of a file drawn up by the Public Prosecutor of
the Court of Appeal of the candidate’s place of residence.

Persons with a Masters-level diploma and professional
experience qualifying them particularly for judicial
functions may apply for direct admission without taking
the examinations or studying at the ENM. This experience
must be of at least 7 years to enter the second grade
(minimum age required: 35), and at least fifteen years
to join the first grade.
Admission conditions:
Applications are made to the Ministry for Justice which
passes them on to a commission. This commission
may place the candidate for a six-month probationary
period in a court before making its decision. This court
internship is organised by the ENM and gives rise to
an evaluation report. After the internship, the candidate
has an interview with the examination board responsible
for ranking the students, which gives an opinion on
the candidate's ability to take up a judicial position.
The commission then makes a final decision on the
application.
If the opinion of the commission is positive, the applicant
is appointed directly by the Minister for Justice.
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Initial Training

Recruiting

The trainee judges and prosecutors alternate periods of classes and internships to give
them a good overall view of their profession.
The recruitment,initial training and research department defines and implements the
teaching programme for the intake of students.
The 31-month programme is divided into sequences to learn 13 basic skills. the aim is
therefore to learn not only basic professional techniques, but also to gain a broader
awareness of the institutional, human and social environment of judges and prosecutors.

initial training

initial training

Benefit from a renowned teaching model

the 31 months of training comprise a general phase common to all students
and then a phase to prepare them to take up their first position.

The teaching method:
the tutorial approach
trainee status
To make the training as interactive as possible, the
School has chosen to organise its teaching method
around tutorials.
This method consists in working in small groups to
foster dynamic exchanges and learning.
The groups of trainees are formed for the full duration
of their studies in Bordeaux, thereby enabling the tutors
to follow them individually and provide effective management of the group.

Developing and enhancing skills

From the moment they are appointed,
the trainees join the judiciary and swear
an oath of professional secrecy.
They are paid during their training and
commit to serve the State for a minimum
period of ten years.

12

General phase
twenty-seven months of general training
prepare future judges and prosecutors for the
different positions they will hold in the course
of their career.

An introductory internship in a regional court provides
a grounding in judicial culture and an insight into the
role and position of judges and prosecutors, and the
need for justice. The trainees identify the role of each of
the players in criminal and civil proceedings, as well as
the handling of files, first in theory and then in practice.
   @ 1 week



Faculty
The School in Bordeaux has a permanent faculty of
some twenty training coordinators, most of them judges
or prosecutors working on secondment at the ENM.
They work for 8 training departments, providing
expertise, supervising the preparation of teaching
materials and documents in their respective fields
and contributing to teaching. A court registrar and a
language teacher complete the teaching team.

The school also has a number of associate teaching
staff composed of judges, prosecutors and other
professionals who give classes regularly alongside their
main activity.
In addition, over 500 occasional training staff
specialised in a wide variety of subjects — law,
history, sociology, psychology, psychiatry, forensic
medicine and criminology — offer the benefit of
their expertise each year.

School correspondents in the courts
For the smooth running of the court internships, the
School relies on regional training coordinators, who are
judges or prosecutors on secondment to the School.
They are relocated in twelve judicial regions covering
several Appeal Courts and carry out assignments
common to initial and in-service training, as well as
those linked to the International Department: monitoring
and assessing placements, organisation of training
courses, etc.

The internship in an investigations department provides
training in the various stages and techniques in a
criminal investigation: filing complaints, handling the
public, questioning, writing reports, files, surveillance,
searches, police custody and forensics.

@



The purpose of the internship in a law firm is to
familiarise judicial trainees with Bar practice in all the
different types of court. It will also be an opportunity for
them to gain an understanding of demands for justice
and how they are formalised, and of the expectations of
the parties at all the stages in the proceedings.

@



Each court which receives trainees has an internship
centre director. This judge or prosecutor carries on with
his or her main activity, but also organises internships for
those sent by the ENM.
Each Court of Appeal has a delegate in charge of
training who supervises local in-service training for
judges or prosecutors.
This network of School correspondents watches over
the proper progress of internships and local training.

2 weeks

12 weeks

The period of studies at the ENM in Bordeaux
teaches the fundamental skills of the profession of judge
or prosecutor. The judicial trainees learn the professional
techniques (decision making, written and oral expression
for judicial purposes) that are common to the various
functions or specific to one of them.
They also have a language course to complete their
training.


@

30 weeks, including a 2-week induction course

The internship as a prison officer in a remand centre
enables the judicial trainees to discover daily life in a
prison and to learn about the organisation, work and role
of the different stakeholders.


   @ 2 weeks

The court internship in a regional or district court is
the opportunity for the judicial trainees to get handson experience of the various judicial functions under
the supervision of, and advised by the judges and
prosecutors of the court in question, and to put the
professional techniques they have learned during the
period of study into practice in real-life professional
conditions.


   @ 39 weeks

The internship with external partners takes place in a
Judicial Juvenile Protection Department (PJJ), a Prison
Integration and Probation Department (SPIP) or a bailiff’s
office.


   @ 3 weeks

The internship outside the judicial system with a
local state department, local authority, association or
company enables judicial trainees to discover a partner
of the judicial institution or a stakeholder in society or
the economy.
Some of the trainees may do part of this external
internship abroad (applicants are selected), over a period
of 3 weeks, in a European or international court, an
international judicial cooperation body, an international
institution, an Embassy or with a Liaison Judge.


   @ 7 weeks
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initial training

Probationary evaluation
The training is validated by 9 examinations:

Preparatory phase for their first position 
This begins at the ENM in Bordeaux by a four-week
theoretical preparation to develop the professional
techniques and understand the scope of the powers
of the position they have chosen. This is followed by a
one-week Court of Appeals internship to discover the
workings of a Court of Appeals, the role of the heads of
the court and that of the regional administrative service.
Finally, the twelve-week preparatory internship gets the
trainees perfectly ready to take up their first position.

@



the

17 weeks

6 functions

3 written examinations at the end of the period of
studies:
professional techniques in civil and criminal functions,
plus a general examination;
3 examinations at the end of the court internship:
presiding over a criminal court hearing, summing up in
criminal courts, holding a civil hearing in the judge’s office;
3 final examinations:
interview with the board of examiners, drafting a civil
judgement, drafting a final submission.
There is also an English test.

The board of examiners is independent of the School
and chaired by a judge or prosecutor of the Court of
Cassation. At the end of the evaluation, they may turn
down a student, ask them to repeat their court internship
or restrict their access to certain functions. The training
at the School therefore serves as a probationary period.

On graduating from the ENM, trainees may
occupy different positions.
regional court judge
district court judge
examining judge
juvenile court judge
judge for the execution of sentences
assistant public prosecutor

First Appointment
The applicants are ranked by order of merit based on
the results of the examination. The newly-qualified judges
or prosecutors then choose their first appointment from
the list proposed by the Ministry for Justice according
to their position in the ranking.
Once the preparation phase for their first position has
been completed, the graduates take up office as a judge
or prosecutor in the court they have been appointed
to, he or she is sworn in and their first appointment is
officialised in a decree issued by the President of the
Republic further to the opinion of the High Council of
the Judiciary.
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nitial Training
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In-service Training
Life-long learning provides the possibility for judges and prosecutors to enhance their
technical skills through specialisation at any time during their career, to meet the
expectations of a high-quality justice system.
This training is either designed and organised by the enm on a centralised or
decentralised basis or organised at the initiative of the court of cassation or the
courts of appeal.
In the latter case, it is decentralised life-long learning financed by the enm and
dispensed in the regions by the courts.

in-service training

in-service training

Over 500 training programmes on offer
Training sessions provide in-depth training on technical
or social themes, in the form of presentations, debates
and in some cases practical work. Some sessions are
offered by schools or training centres who are partners
of the ENM.

@



2 to 5 days

Training cycles to enhance initiative, thought and
knowledge production. Led by the Course Director, a
small group of judges or prosecutors works on a theme
and prepares a presentation of its work. Some of these
training cycles are proposed by partner organisations.


Mastering national and international issues
along the same lines as initial training, national in-service training for judges
and prosecutors is organised around eight training departments (see above)
it was established by the decree of 4 may 1972 and has been mandatory
for all judges and prosecutors since 1st january 2008 (5 days a year).
it is intended for all judges and prosecutors.

@

Several modules of 1 to 5 days, spread over the year

Specialised courses (university diplomas, Masters Degrees)


@

Several modules over one or two years

Qualification courses comprising several modules
chosen by participants preparing to take up specialised
positions.
Seminars organised by the ENM or a partner and
intended for a wide audience.


@

1 to 2 days

Including 250 training periods
Internships outside the court system are organised for
groups of 2 to 30 judges and prosecutors.
They are organised by the ENM in administrations,
public institutions, independent administrative authorities,
international organisations or courts, and industrial
companies or service industries.

@



5 days

Individual internships are organised either by the ENM
or by the interns themselves, in France or abroad.
The objective is to favour immersion in a particular
environment subject to special conditions.
A report must be written.

@



5 days

Court internships are for judges or prosecutors who
are changing positions, on top of the training session to
prepare them for the change.
These internships are with a judge or prosecutor working
in a court similar to that to which the participant is to
be appointed.

@



5 days

Objectives of national in-service training
to meet the needs of a modern european democracy and the expectations
of those seeking justice, there are seven training objectives:
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Keep up with legislative and regulatory reforms and
developments in case law,
Assist judges and prosecutors in their work practices
and when they move to a different position,
Prepare them for management positions and promote
a culture of good management,
Promote sharing of knowledge, methods and good
professional practice,
Contribute to keeping the profession aware of its
economic, social and cultural environment,
Enhance knowledge of European and international
law among judges and prosecutors,
Provide a multi-disciplinary approach to the subjects
that are addressed.

judges and prosecutors
recruited via complementary
examinations
They receive mandatory in-service
training of 3 months over the
course of the six years following
their appointment (Article 5 of the
Decree of 22 November 2001).

It is broken down into three broad types of training:
training courses proper, bringing together several
judges or prosecutors and taking place at the School or
on the premises of a partner organisation
internships (tailored to needs, in or outside the court
system) in a host organisation under the supervision of
that organisation and with its resources

governed by the decree of 4 may 1972, local in-service training targets judges
and prosecutors within the jurisdiction of the court organising the training.
it is conducted in partnership with judicial organisations and is also very much
open to other groups: civil servants of the ministry for justice, lawyers, notaries,
commercial court judges, local magistrates, police, gendarmes, experts, and so on.

specialised training to prepare university diplomas or
Masters Degrees, designed by the School in collaboration
with universities.
In most cases, the training is managed by a course
director chosen by the School for his or her indepth knowledge of the subject, teaching abilities and
professional authority.
The Course Director works in close collaboration with
one of the School’s training coordinators to put the
course programme together and choose the trainers.
They also put together the documents for the course
participants and conduct an evaluation of the course.
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The objectives of local in-service training
The aim of local in-service training is to back up the
national in-service training programme and reach the
largest possible number of participants by taking the
training close to their place of residence.
It fosters contacts between judges, prosecutors and their
local or regional partners to help them get to know each
other and to encourage working together.

Teaching Methods
The national in-service training on offer is prepared by the
School’s In-Service Training Department after a process
of consultation and on the basis of the opinion of the
Teaching Commission. It is validated by the Board.

Specialising in local issues

Training 

12 coordinators work in liaison with the Deputy Director in
charge of In-Service Training and International Relations at
the ENM to run the network of training delegates. They
organise local training courses in the Appeal Courts to
which they have been appointed (cf supra 12).

training delegates

Each year, at the Court of Cassation and in each Court
of Appeal, a local in-service training committee reviews
its training needs and decides on a training plan for the
judges and prosecutors of the Court in question.
This training plan is submitted to the ENM which analyses
its pedagogical relevance and cost, and decides to
finance all or part of it.
Local in-service training takes place in the form of
training sessions or seminars.


The Regional Training Coordinator

@

1 day

A judge or prosecutor, who serves as Secretary
to the regional training committee, reviews
needs, proposes the training plan and then
organises the training which is financed by the
ENM

specialised professional training

Training non-professional judges
for judicial functions
commercial court judges, temporary magistrates and employment tribunal judges
are trained by the enm.

Temporary Magistrates

Commercial court judges
these non-professional judges
from the business world are elected

They judge business matters in the Commercial Courts,
and find themselves faced with disputes of a highly
technical economic nature, notably regarding bankruptcy.
Article 41-2 of Decree n° 72-355 of 4 May 1972 entrusts
their training to the ENM.
Initial training for newly-elected judges is organised on
a local basis at regional sites grouping together several
courts of appeal.
It is dispensed by mixed teams of trainers comprising
commercial court judges and professional judges.
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@

8 modules of 1 to 2 days, over a period of 1 year

In-service training is offered by the ENM, either
specifically for them, or also open to professional judges
and other groups. Training sessions either take place in
Paris or locally in the provinces.
Internships are organised in the commercial divisions of the
Appeal Courts and in the commercial division of the Cour
de Cassation.

@



they are appointed for 5 years by the high
council for the judiciary

Decree n°2016-1905 of 27 December 2016 specifies,
among other things, the new initial and in-service training
arrangements for temporary magistrates.
Initial training is designed by the ENM and is mandatory.
It covers a number of fields: professional ethics, principles
of procedure, the working of a court, and learning how
to write judgements and conduct hearings.
Theoretical courses

@

10 days

Probationary or pre-service court internship, as decided
by the High Council of the Judiciary on the basis
of prior experience
@ 40 to 80 days
In-service training is mandatory. The temporary
magistrates take the in-service training courses of the
ENM that are open to them.
Firth year of activity
Following years

@
@

5 days
3 days

1 to 5 days
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Employment tribunal judges
they are appointed jointly by the minister
for justice and the minister for labour, on
the proposal of trades union and employers’
organisations, for a 4-year term.

Specialised
Professional Training
the specialised professional training department organises and rationalises training
activities for those judges who do not have professional judicial status
and certain persons working with the justice system.

Decree n°2017-684 of 28 April 2017 entrusted their
initial training to the ENM.
The training is the same for the judges nominated by
the employers’ and employees’ organisations and is
mandatory for all newly-appointed judges, under penalty
of being deemed to have resigned.
The initial training covers a variety of fields:
administrative and judicial organisation, the status and
ethics of the judge, proceedings before the industrial
tribunal and the methodology of drafting employment
tribunal decisions.
                   @ 3 days of distance learning on the fundamentals
           @ 2 days of face-to-face practical workshops
organised in 30 different sites

international cooperation

specialised professional training

Supporting the judicial system’s stakeholders
conciliators and the delegates and mediators of the public prosecutor can benefit
from training sessions.

Delegates and mediators
of the Public Prosecutor

Conciliators 
they have appointed by the chief justice of
the court of appeal for a renewable term of
1 or 2 years.

They intervene in civil matters in a variety of fields
ranging from neighbourhood problems to contract
disputes, and more generally in matters in which the
parties have freedom of choice.
The ENM has carried out trainer training for
conciliators and designed training kits focusing on their
status, codes of practice, the scope of their jurisdiction,
negotiated settlements and questioning techniques.
Once these conciliators have been trained, they then
dispense training to their local counterparts.



@
@

they conduct their work individually

They are involved in criminal mediation and alternative
measures to prosecution.
The sessions organised by the ENM are created
specifically for them or are open to other groups.


@

2 to 5 days

All these groups can also follow the training in the inservice training programme of their Court of Appeal on
themes of interest to them.

2 to 6 days
2 to 5 days
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International
cooperation
Within the framework of its international cooperation activities, the international
department based in paris promotes french expertise and the legal model
of written or continental law. its action takes several forms:
training of foreign judges and prosecutors in france;
targeted support or teaching assignments abroad;

technical support for the setting-up or professionalisation
of foreign training institutes;

consultancy or training audits within the framework of bilateral projects;
twinning or responses to calls for tender for multilateral funding
from the european union or major international financial backers.

international cooperation

international cooperation

The European
Judicial Training Network



the enm works in close collaboration with
the european judicial training network (ejtn)
created in 2000, of which it is a founder
member.

The Network promotes and centralises the training
offered by the Member States.
Its members dispense this judicial training in the
European Union: civil, criminal and European law, labour
law, administrative law, international judicial cooperation,
professional practice, social issues, foreign languages
and awareness of European institutions and systems.

technical assistance
for foreign training institutes
The ENM proposes training for supervisory and
management personnel from foreign training
institutes.
Courses in "trainer training" and "teaching and
administration for judicial training institutes" are
held in France.
Seminars on expertise or teaching for States,
judicial institutions or judicial training schools are
organised abroad.

www.ejtn.net

Training foreign judges and prosecutors
each year, about 3000 to 4000 foreign judges or prosecutors take part, either in france
or in their home country, in initial or in-service training designed and organised
by the international department of the enm.

In-service training
the enm open to the world
Initial training, in-service training and the
international department all share a common
objective: to facilitate exchanges between
judges and prosecutors in France and abroad.
As part of this, the time devoted to foreign
language learning, overseas internships and
multi-nationality training sessions has
been increased for trainees, judges and
prosecutors
at the ENM.
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Initial training
For foreign students, with priority going to those from
countries where there is no initial training for judges or
prosecutors.
It is based on the initial training for the School’s French
trainees, and is held at the ENM.


@

6 months

Admission requirements:
Pass an examination defined by Law n°76-631 of 11 July
1975 on the training of present and future judges and
prosecutors from foreign countries and Decree n°76-310
of 2 April 1976.

Designed by the permanent training coordinators, it
calls upon the skills of occasional teachers, chosen
from among recognised personalities and professionals,
qualified by their expertise, skill and knowledge.
Over twenty courses of seminars or sessions are
held each year at the ENM, with the support of the
courts which play host to the foreign interns.
These courses are intended for functional specialisation
or the study of a theme.


@

@

@

The School has already contributed to the establishment
of institutes in Africa, Eastern Europe and Latin America.
Over the last 50 years, it has brought its world-renowned
teaching know-how to countries wishing to set up or
improve their own training institutes: an integrated set
of resources, tools, personnel and objectives to provide
initial and in-service training of the highest standard for
judges and prosecutors.

It is also submitting a growing number of bids in calls
for tender issued by the European Commission within
the framework of European Union programmes for the
benefit of new Member States, countries applying to join
and third world countries.

From bilateral technical cooperation
to multilateral cooperation partnerships 
The ENM regularly takes part in programmes defined
bilaterally with a country or partner judicial training institute.
Its work can involve providing expertise or training audits.

6 days to 1 month

There are also programmes financed by the European
Union, in which the ENM has developed widely-recognised
know-how in training for countries applying to join the
European Union.


the concept of initial and in-service training is now firmly established
in many countries. many of them are now setting up or seeking
to develop judicial training schools.

6 days to 3 months

About sixty training activities are organised in
countries which request them. The training programmes
are defined in consultation with each country or partner
institute.
Care is taken to ensure that the training organised
abroad and in France is complementary, to provide
global cooperation on subjects of common interest, in a
spirit of mutual respect and genuine exchange.


Promoting the concept of judicial
training schools

international

6 months to 3 years

This training forms part of the projects jointly financed
by the European Commission.
It focuses on themes defined in common with
colleagues from European schools.
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research and documentation

Providing judges and prosecutors
with effective support
The documentation centre
In its dual Bordeaux and Paris sites, the Documentation
Centre manages a wide variety of documents serving as
materials for initial training and life-long learning courses.
More than 35,000 references are proposed in Bordeaux
to the students, serving judges and prosecutors and
researchers: national press, legal journals, works on
judicial practices, documentation in social sciences and
on judicial culture…
A variety of documentary products make these
materials available to users. A twice-monthly review of legal
affairs and a press review provide analysis and coverage
of the latest judicial developments. Bibliographies and
exhibitions, meanwhile, provide support for the School’s
training courses.

The Resource Centre
The Centre
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Research
and documentation
The enm is both a practical training laboratory for judges and prosecutors

and a centre for justice studies. it works to disseminate legal and technical

knowledge, and also to collect good professional practice from the courts.

document management, collecting the teaching materials devised for initial

training and life-long learning and research work into judicial practices form

the core activity of the research and documentation department.

provides the necessary link
between resources and teaching.

As the key forum for meetings between the
School’s training stakeholders, judges and prosecutors,
the Resource Centre collects the School’s pedagogical
output and disseminates it in virtual form. This digital
documentation is designed with the training coordinator
and the course directors. The centre also manages
teaching documentation accessible on the School
intranet, as well as discussion forums open to judges
and prosecutors.
“A la Une” is a service created in 2010. It proposes
documents on topical legal and judicial issues: changes
to case law, important rulings of the ECHR, notes on
new legislation or rulings explaining the main impacts
for judges.

The Research Centre
The

Research Centre provides an
indispensable place for experience and
knowledge of judicial practice to come
together.
This research activity focuses on two key objectives:
stimulating research into judicial practices and
disseminating knowledge.
The Centre stimulates research activity into the
justice system through an active policy supporting
and contributing to applied and pure research. For
example, the ENM Grand Prix created in 2010 provides
a way of tracking the publication activities of judges
and prosecutors, while the Research Prize offers a
reward each year for a young researcher whose thesis
is on judicial practices or the functioning of the justice
system.
In 2011, the School launched a research programme
for institutional researchers. The themes that are chosen
are many and varied, such as access to judges, waiting
times in judicial procedures, the judge for freedom and
detention, judicial handling of shaken baby syndrome or
punitive damages.
The Centre disseminates the experience and
knowledge it has compiled among judges, prosecutors
and the scientific community. Four issues of the
journal Les Cahiers de la Justice are published each
year. The quarterly digital magazine "Justice Actualités"
uses up-to-date themes and files to analyse work
practices.
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10 rue des frères bonie
33080 bordeaux cedex
+ 33 (0)5 56 00 10 10
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School Management: +33 (0)5 56 00 10 46
Chief of Staff: +33 (0)5 56 00 10 46
Communication Department: +33 (0)5 56 00 10 22

ecole nationale de la magistrature
postal adress:
8 rue chanoinesse - 75004 paris
access : 3 ter quai aux fleurs

+33 (0)1 44 41 88 20

∫

∫

contacts

Recruitment, Initial Training and Research Department:
+33 (0)5 56 00 10 41
Sub-Department for Recruitment and Skills Validation:
+33 (0)5 56 00 10 23
Sub-Department for Studies: +33 (0)5 56 00 11 31
Sub-Department for Internships: +33 (0)5 56 00 10 16
Research and Documentation Department: +33 (0)5 56 00 11 30
Secretary General: +33 (0)5 56 00 10 45

In-Service Training, International Relations and Specialised
Professional Training Department: +33 (0)1 44 41 88 24
Sub-Department for In-service Training: +33 (0)1 44 41 88 36
International Department: +33 (0)1 44 41 88 24
Specialised Professional Training Department: +33 (0)1 44 41 88 28
Deputy Secretary General: +33 (0)1 44 41 88 32
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